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We consider here a theorem of Sell [13] concerning the existence and structure 
of stable, unstable, and branch manifolds for certain nonlinear ordinary differen- 
tial equations Q -= /?(t)x + F(t, x) ( see 1.2 for assumptions on A and F). We 
will use theorems on pseudohyperbolic linear maps contained in papers by 
Hirsch-Pugh-Shub [7] and Irwin [S]. Results of Foster [3] are also of importance. 
Our results are both stronger and weaker than Sell’s. On the one hand, our 
assumptions are more stringent than his. Specifically, our nonlinear perturba- 
tions F(t, x), together with all derivatives DJF of interest, must be uniformly 
continuous in t; Sell does not require this. On the other hand, it is proved in our 
main result (Theorem 2.25) that the stable, unstable, and branch manifolds are 
actual topological manifolds in the usual sense and are Cl if P is C’ in x (theorem 
2.25 (a)). In addition, a “&-local stable manifold” Si(w, 8) (see (v) in the discus- 
sion at the beginning of Section 2) with Xi 3 0 is C’ if F is C’ in x; a “&local 
unstable manifold” Ui(w, 8) with Xi < 0 is also C’ ifF is C7 (Theorem 2.25 (a)). 
Moreover, there is a dynamical characterization of X,-local stable manifolds if 
& 2 0: a vector 3: is in such a manifold if and only if the orbit x(t) through x is 
defined for all t > 0, and &l x(t) ---f 0 as t - 00 (Theorem 2.25 (g)). A similar 
statement holds for &-local unstable manifolds if & < 0 (Theorem 2.25 (h)). 
Finally, if F is C’(Y > l), all t bl s a e, unstablce and branch manifolds “vary 
diflerentiably” in a sense rrladc precise in Definition 2.23 (Theorem 2.25 (d) 
and (f)). 
A case of particular interest arises when one linearizes an autonomous 
equation ff = G(x) near a bounded solution p(l). One obtains an equation of the 
form above; it will bc seen that our results apply if G is Cl. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
Notation 1.1. Let X L= R” (WC think of an ODE on C” as an ODE on R2”). 
Give S tllc norm 1 . 1 induced by the usual inner product ( , ). Let L(X, X) 
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be the set of linear operators on X; letL’(X, X) be the space of r linear maps from 
X to itself with norm 
Assumptiot~s, Notation 1.2. We will consider equations 
and 
Here A : R -+L(X, X) is uniformly bounded and unformly continuous. The 
map F : R x X-+ X (a) is Cr in X(Y > 0); (b) satisfies F(t, 0) = 0 for all t. 
It also has the following properties. (c) If KC X is compact, then F jxxg is 
uniformly bounded (u.b.) and unformly continuous (u.c.) (d) If Y > 0, then all 
x-derivatives D,’ F lRXK are u.b. and U.C. (1 <j < yj. (e) If E > 0, 36 > 0 
such that j x ! < S and j y 1 < S implies j F(t, x) - F(t, y)l < E ] x - y ! Vt. 
We will also consider the equations 
2 = A(t)x + lp,(x)F(t, I), !?b 
where p > 0 and q, : X --f X is a Cc0 function equal to 1 if j x j < p and equal 
to 0 if / 5 / 3 2p. 
Remarks 1.3. (a) If F is Cl, then Assumption 1.2 (e) implies that Dp(t, 0) = 
0 for all t. 
(b) If x(t) is a solution to (2), on [O, ti) which remains in j x \ < p, then 
it is a solution to (2) on [0, tr). 
PROPOSITION 1.4. There exists a flow (.Q, R), with 52 compact metric, and 
continuous functions a : Q -+ L(X, X) and f : B x X -+ X with the following 
properties. 
(a) There exists we E -Q such that {we . t j t E R} is dense in 8, and 
a(wo . t) = LI(t),f(w, . t, R) = F(t, x) (t ER, x E X). (If the flow is given by 
the map @ : 52 i< R -+ L’, we let w0 . t = @(uJ~, t).) 
(b) For all w E Q,f(w, 0) = 0. 
(c) Given E > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that, if j r /, 1 y / < 6, then 
If@, 4 -JGJ, Y>l <61X-y( (WEQ). 
(d) If F is CT in ;v (r > l), thenf( W, x) is C’ in s. If KC X is compact, 
then D,jf : D x K+U(X, X) is continuous (1 <j ,< r). (Here D, means 
“derivative with respect to the second variable.“) 
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Remark 1.5. We see that Eq. (1) is contained in the ciass of equations 
;t = a(, . t>r, (a E Q); (l>w 
in fact, (1) = (l& . Similarly, (2) = (2),@ , where 
k = a(, . t)r -kf(cfJ . t, x), (w E Q). (2)w 
and (2), = (2),+ , where 
2 = a(w . t>x + ~&)f(oJ . t, x), (w E Q). G%,w 
Proof of 1.4. We first construct the hull (Q, , R) of A(t) (see [II, 123). 
Note 4 E &’ = (A : R +,5(X, X)1 A” ’ is continuous). Give &the compact-open 
topology (i.e., the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets; see [9]). 
The translation (2, t) -P J& : A(t + s) defines a flow on &‘. Our assumption 
on tZ implies that QA = &{A, 1 t ER} is compact invariant. If w E Q, , then 
w : R -+L(X, X). Note CO * t is the translate of w by t; thus w . t(s) = w(t + s). 
Let c$, E Sz, denote the function _4. Let z : Q, -+L(X, X): a(w) = w(O); 
observe that a(~, . t) = q,(t) = A(t). In a sense, 3 “extends A to QA.” 
Next we construct the hull (I?, , R) of F. Let C E C(R x X, X) have the 
compact-open topology. The translation (F, t) + pt : pi(s, “v) = F(t + S, x) 
defines a flow on C. Let 52, = cl@J. Q2, is compact. Let Q, denote the function 
F. Let f : Qs x X - X :f((~, x) = ~(0, Y). Thenj(CiO . t, “v) = F(t, x). 
Finally, consider the point w,, = (6, , ~;)a) E Jz, x Qs. The orbit closure 
Q = cls(w, . t j t ER) is compact, invariant, and metrizable (ti and C are 
metrizable). Let g, : Q-ts?, , g, : Q + -0s be the projections; let a = a 0 g,, 
f = f~ g, . It is easy to prove (a), (b), and (c). We check (d). Let w E R, 3 = 
g2(w). Then &(t, ZY) = lim,,,, F(t + t, , N), where the convergence is uniform on 
R x K if K C Xis compact. By Assumption 1.2 (d), each sequence of derivatives 
DJF(t +- t, , x) has a subsequence which converges, uniformly on sets R X K, 
to a limit Gj(t, x). One proves inductively that D,j &(t, x) = Gj(t, x). Hence 
f(w, x) = ij(O, x) is Cr in I. To prove D,j is jointly continuous, define the 
translate D;,tF(s, x) = DzjF(t + s, Y), and let sZj = cIs{D~,~ j t E R> C 
C(R x X, U(X, X)). By Assumption 1.2 (d) and [9], Qj is compact. By the 
proof just above, D,” ij E Qj if C E 52, . So, if w, + w in 1;2, then ge(wa) = ijYl + 
i;, =ga(w); since Q, is compact, D,ji;,. has a subsequence converging to 
Hj E Q, (1 < ;i < Y). Again by induction, one shows that Hj = D$ 15. Since the 
convergence is uniform on sets R X’ K, we obtain D?jf(w, , x,) + D,jf(w, x) 
if (% , XJ + (co, x). 
DEFIMTIONS 1.6. Consider now the trivial vector bundle Y = Q x X. 
Let ?T : (w, UY) --f w be the projection. Give E’the trivia1 Finsler: [(w, x)1 = / s /. 
Define a flow L on Y as follows: (w7 x,,) * t = (W . t, x(t)), where r(t) is the 
solution to (I),, with initial condition x(O) = x0 . We think of L as “generated” 
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by Eq. (1). Observe that (w, ax1 $ flx.J . t = (w . t, ax.,(tj + /&(t)). Thus L is 
linear on fibers; it is a linear skew-product fiow [ll) 12]. We will write I., for the 
map (Q, x0> -+- (w, x0) * t (t ER). 
We now make an assumption on solutions of Eqs. (2)*, = 
dssumption. 1.7. Each Eq. (2)W has a unique, noncontinuabie solution for 
each initial m(O) = .x0 E X. 
Remarks 1.8. (a) The following conditions are sufficient to ensure Assump- 
tion 1.7 (we temporarily excise Assumption 1.2): (ij a(t) is uniformly bounded 
and uniformly continuous; (ii) F is continuous on a x X; (iii) for each compact 
KC X, there exists a constant M, such that i F(t, xj - F(t, JJ)/ < MK 1 x - y j 
for all t. For, if (ij, (ii), and (iii) hold, then each (2), satisfies a local Lipschitz 
condition (of course, fz, , and hence 52, need not be compact if only (ij, (ii!, or 
(iii) hold). 
(bj Restore Assumption 1.2. For present purposes, we can assume 
Assumption 1.7 without loss of generality. For, onr main theorem 2.25 is local 
in the sense that only phenomena in neighborhoods of 0 in X are discussed. 
So, we could ab initio replace F by P = 9s *F, where qua is a bump function 
supported on a &neighborhood of 0. By Assumption 1.2 (ej, f satisfies (iii) 
above if 6 is small. Also, E satisfies (i) and (ii). 
DEFINITIOXS 1.9. Define a local flow iv (for nonlinear) on Q x X via 
(w, so) ~ i = (w . t, x(t)), where x(t) is the maximal solution of (2)W with 
x(0) = x0 . Then (w, x0) . t is defined for t in some interval I,,, 2 . That ?? is a 
local flow follows from Assumptions 1.7, the Kamke lemma ([li, “p. 29]j, and its 
proof. In particular, the lower semicontinuity of the intervals &+ follows from 
the proof of the Kamke lemma. Also, define a flow Non ,Q x X by (w, xOj I f = 
[;): ; 4.tjj, where .X(t) solves (2),,, with x(O) = x0 , This is a flow; solutions of 
exrst for all time. (The flow iV depends on p; for convenience, we write N 
instead of P.) Let lyt and Nt be the time-t maps. Observe that Ids is defined 
and equals -Vi(n) on (-to , t,,) whenever 1 Iqt(~jI < p on (-to I to) + E V). 
Nest we consider the spectrum of L [12]#. 
DEFINITIONS 1 .lO. Let ,I E R. Say that h is in the resohent of L if there are 
constants # and ,r > 0 and continuous subbundles [12] 5’, , Vz, C I/ such that 
(aj I- = F’, (3 VU (Whitney sum); 
(b) &(t-,) c ITS , L,(T/,j c c-u 3 (t E R); 
(c) if 5 E- T,‘, , then e-,4t 1 L,v j < Keua” : ZI j (t > Oj; 
jdj if .U E V,, , then e-,jf 1 ,?+I j f KeWf I v /, (t < 0). 
If X is not in the resolvent of L, it is in the spectmm of L, Sp (Lj. 
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I&~rks 1.11. (a) Using [12, pp. 96-1061 and the fact that a(wO . t) = A(t), 
one sees that h is in the resolvent ofL if and only if the equation 2 = (-u + 
.4(t))s admits an exponential dichotomy [5]. 
(b) The subbundles J’, and Vu are unique. 
SPECTRAL THEOREM 1.12 [12]. The spectrum of L may be .mittm as (J:Tl[ai , bi] 
(n > 0), where -CO < a, < bl < a, < e-0 < a,,,, < bntl < co. We may write 
V = V, @ V, @ ... +) Vn,.l (Whitney sum), where the Vi are continuous sub- 
bundles of V, invariant undo each L, . MoTeover, Sp(L 1 v,) = [ai , bJ. 
Remarks 1.13. (a) The equality Sp(L / “,) = [ai , bJ says the following. 
If X < a, , then e-AtL, contracts Vi exponenhally as t -+ -co; if h > 6, , then 
e-AtL, contracts J’i exponentially as t -+ co. 
(b) If b, < X < ai.F-l, then the subbundles V, and J/, for e+L, are 
v, = VI @ . . . @ vi ) v,, = vi+1 @ ... @ JTn+l . 
DEFINITIONS 1.14. From now until Remark 2.27 (b), fix numbers /\r ,..., h, 
such that bi < Ai < aif (1 < i < n). 
2 
We first outline developments leading to Theorem 2.25. Consider the linear 
skew-product flow L induced by Eq. (1). Let [al, bJ,..., [ara+l, b,n+,] be the 
spectral intervals (1.9), and choose Xi E (bi , ai+J (1 ,( i < n). Let SiL(w) = 
7+(w) n [VI 0 ..- 8 Vi], V%“(W) = Z--~(W) n [Viit.l @ ... @ Vn+J, and 
Qi”(w) = ~--r(w) n Vi = SiL(w) n i&(w). These are all vector spaces; 
Si”(w)(Ui’-(w)) is the set of vectors in r-r(w) which “grow no faster than eAit” 
as t + 03 (as t--f -co). And, Qi”(w) is th e set of vectors which grow no faster 
that @it (eAi-lt) as t -+ ccj (as t -+ -CO). 
We seek local analogs &(w, S), Lri(w, S), and fi(w, S) of these spaces for the 
nonlinear Eqs. (2),, . They will be found as follows (we consider the S’s first). 
(i) For fixed Xi , consider Eqs. (2),,, for small p. Let E = {a : Q + Jr j 
(T is a bounded section). Then Lt and Nt induce mappings It and fzt of E(t ER). 
Each It is e”i”-hyperbolic (Definition 2.2), with splitting E = El @ E2, where 
E,={aIo(SZ)CT710...0V~~VVs) and E,=(o~o(SZ)CV,+~~~~~@ 
v,,, = Vu.}. 
(ii) For small p, results of [7, 81 imply that there is a function h, : El -+ E2 
such that graph (h,) = {U G E ( e-“it (( Nt 0 (1 + 0 as t -+ ~1. Also, h, is Lipschitz; 
ifF(t, X) is CT in X, then h, is Cl, and is CT if Xi < 0 (r > 1). 
(iii) One then shows that h,(a)(w) = Hl(o(w)), where HI : J’, + I/,, is a 
fiber-preserving map (i.e., v 0 HI = r). By [3], each map HI,, = HI 1 V, n 
Z--~(W) is Lipschitz, Cl, or C’ if h, is. 
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(iv) Let Si(w) -- graph(H,J (W E Q). One sees that Sj(w) := {Z E 7+(w): 
cAli / N,v i -+ 0 as t -+ ox). Also, Si( w LS a topological manifold; it is C1 if ) . . 
F(t, x) is Cr in x, and is C’ if Xi < 0 (Y 3 1). 
(v) Finally, the “&-local stable manifold” &(w, 6) of (2)W is obtained by 
intersecting S<(W) with a small neighborhood of the zero section in I’. One 
obtains &(w, S) == {v E n-l(w)! / N,v /* < S for all t >, 0 and e-“it Ntv + 0 as 
t --+ co> if hi < 0. 
One obtains Ui(w) and UI(w, S) in a similar way (these will be CT if Xi 3 0). 
Finally, one defines Qi(w) --- S,(U) n Li,-r(w) and fi(w, S) = $(w, S) n 
Ui-l(w, s). 
’ IS a map of metric spaces, let Lip(f) -= *nfymmy) 2;; $g’,y, -+-Lf. 
1 x, . Y& or all x, y E Y>. 
DEFINKTIOS 2.2. Let .E be a Banach space; T : E -+ E a linear endomor- 
phism. Suppose E 1-7 L?, GE, (E;c closed), where T(EJ C E, (k -= 1, 2). Let 
I; :.- T I E, and 1’, = T : E2, and suppose that, for some norm and some p, one 
has ,j TI (\ < p and 1, G’ (j--r > p. Then 1’ is p-hyperbolic. 
\I’e state two results concerningp-hyperbolic maps. In proving these theorems, 
it is assumed that 1; x /j .y= max(!l x1 ]j, 1) x2 11). This is no real restriction on ;I . ii, 
since bv the closed-graph theorem the projections E -+ l& are continuous. 
TIIEOREM 2.3 [g, Theorems 29 and 301. Let T: E == E, @ I& --+ E be a 
p-hyperbolic automorphism. Let E = min(p - j! TI Ji, /j Tg’ li - p). Let f: E - E 
satisfy Lip(f --. T) < E, f(0) = 0. 
(a) There is a unique Lips&.& map h : E, + E, such that, for all x E E, 
x E graph h 22 pen /if”(x)// stays bounded as n--t CO. “Stays bounded” may be 
replaced by “approaches zero.” 
(h) There is a constant C, such that, if x E graph h, then p-n $fn(x):i <- 
C, jj x ,I for all n 3 0. 
THEOREM 2.4 [7, Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.31. Let T and E be as in 
2.3; let f : B + E be C’ (I 3 l), with f(0) =-I 0. Let W, = {x E E ) p-n iif”(x 
stays bounded as n --f co}, W, -7 {x E E 1 there exist inverse imagesf-“x such that 
pn II f-“x !I stays bounded as n -+ co}. These exists E > 0 such that, ifLip (f - T) < 
E: 
(a) these exist unique CL functions h, : E, -F rS, and h, : E, - B, such that 
W, - graph lzk (k =: 1, 2); 
(b) ;fli Tz j/-l 1) I; I/j < 1 (1 <j < Y), then h, is c’, and $11 T;l gj i/ TI Jj < 
1 (1 <j :< r), then h, is Cr. 
(c) if Of(O) = T, then W, is tangent to E, at 0. 
We may replace “stays hounded” by “approaches zero.” 
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Remarks 2.5. (a) Part (b) of Theorem 2.3 is not stated in [7], but follows 
from the fact that the function g defined in [7, Eq. (S), p. 1301 is Lipschitz. 
(b) In our applications, the function f in Theorem 2.4 will be invertible. 
Hence, IV? = (3 E E 1 pn jj f-“(x)// -+ 0 as 1z + a}. 
(c) Observe that /I T$ j/ < l/p < jj Tl 11-l. Assuming f invertible, we 
obtain from Theorem 2.3 that (x E E j pn jj f-“(r)11 -+ 0 as n --j a} is the graph 
of a Lipschitz function & if Lip(f --l - T-l) is small enough. Moreover, 
x E graph h, * pn lj.f-lz(x)ll < C, )I x jl for some C, . 
The Banach space E to which Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 will be applied is the 
space of bounded sections 0 : Q + I;. 
2.6. From now until 2.21, we fix attention on some one hi . By Definition 1.10, 
v = vs @ vu ) where V, (VU) is contracted exponentially by e+tLt as t -+ co 
(as t -+ -co). Also (Remark 1.13 (b)), V, = V, @ 0.. @ Vi and VU = I/,+r @ 
--* @ v,,, . We will often fail to indicate that quantities depend on i (we already 
have with VS and VU). 
DEFINITION 2.7. We put a new Finsler on V. Let < , > be the inner product 
on X. Let [a, , b,] ,..., [a,,, , b,+J be the spectral intervals (Theorem 1.12). 
Choose ,6, E (- co, a,) and & E (b, , h,J ( in d ex i is fixed until 2.21). Assign an 
inner product to each fiber n-l(w) n V, as follows: 
(v, w)* = Jbm eyL& L-,w) dt 
+ jo* e--fBnt(Ltv, L,w) dt, (v, w E vs; 7r(v) = 77(w)). (3) 
By Definition 1.10 (d), the fist integral converges (note all of V is the unstable 
bundle for e-altLt). The second integral converges by Definition 1.10 (c) and the 
fact that V, is the stable bundle for cStL, . 
We also assign inner products to fibers r-l(w) n V, . Let ,& E (hi, a,+r) and 
A E (hz+, 2 03). Define 
(u <v, w)u =s ezBot(L.& L-,zv) dt 0 
+ Lrn e-2Bat<Ltv, L,w> dt, (v, w E vu; m-(v) = n-(w)). (4) 
If B E V,(V,), let 1 v jS = ((v, v’)J~:~ (I z1 jU = (<v, v>,J1lz). For arbitrary 
v E I’, write a = vr + vu2 E V, @ VU , and let 1 v jy = max(j vi jS , 1 vs l,J. 
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LEmvrA 2.8. (a) There exist constants C’s, C, > 0 such that Ca ! z / < 
ivIe<C4!v\(sEV). 
(bj There is a constant C, such that I+, ,w>.J < C’S / .ZI x / w /* and 
I(v: w),i < c, 1 v I* 1 ,w I* . 
PIYX$ Let P, : V--f V, and P, : V- ET?, be the projections; they are 
continuous. This fact and exponential convergence of the integrals in (3) and (4) 
shows that the maps v -+ 1 Pp js and .ZI +- 1 Ptlv I.[‘ are continuous. Hence 
‘ZI + I v / * is continuous. Since the base Q is compact, the continuous Finslers 
I.j,and!.j are equivalent. 
(b) Follows from (a). 
(c) We consider only i . Is . Note that 
(LTV, LTv)s = ezR1’ 
f 





r ep2’lt<L,v, L,v) dt - e2G?7 
s 
e-e*~f<.Lp, Lp) dt. (5) 
0 0 
This sum is bounded below by e24T {v, v), + (e% - e%T) Jy e-%t(Ltv, Lpj 
dt; the second term is positive. Also, the sum is equal to eaQ(v, vj + (es&T - 
e2%) jz eSht(L-p, L-p) dt + P(T), where p(T) = J;[e2Bl+-t) _ e2f3,(7-fq 
(L-p, L-p) dt. But 0 = p(O) = p’(O); p”(O) < 0. 
DEFINITIONS 2.3. Let E be the space of all bounded sections u : B -+ FT. 
Let E, = (0 E E j n(Q) C V,} and E, = (u E E ! c(Q) C E,,}. Then E = E, $j 
E, ; E, and E, are closed. If D E E, , let j/ (T j/ = supWEQ 1 a(w ; if CT E E, , let 
IId = s~P,,s,/~~)I, ; if0 = cl+ u2 E E, @ Eu i let j/ o Ij = max([/ c1 /I, I/ + 11). 
We could also norm E by I/ D jjl = supwcQ j Al, I/ (r t!Z = supOJEQ j o j* a 
LEMMA 2.10. Ii . 11, jl . l/r, ancl jl * 11% are equivalent. 
Proof. Lemma 2.8 (a) and the closed-graph theorem. 
DEFINITIONS 2.11. If t E R, define It ) A, ) 1~~ : E --t E : (&a)(w) = 
L&(w . - t)), (&G)(W) = flt(,(, * - t)), and (nto)(w) = N,(u(w = - t)j. In 
defming n, , we assume p has some fixed value; see Definition 1.6. 
The next lemma follows from Lemma 2.8 (c). 
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LEMMA 2.12. For each t E R, lf is enit-hyperbolic, with corresponding split+ 
EsOEu. 
LEMMA 2.13. Given E > 0 and t, E R, there exists F such that, if p <j 
there is a C” bump function vp (which generates afrow nt via Eps. (2)W,J such tha 
Lip& - q) < E (I t I < to). 
Proof. By Assumption 1.2 (e) and the proof of [13, Lemma 41, we have the 
following: given 6 > 0, $ such that, if p <F, 3~, with 1 q&)f(~, x) - 
g)$( y)f(w, y)] < 61 x - y](w E Q; x, y E X). Let M = max,,, [ a(w)]. Let v = 
(w, x0) E V; we may write L,v = (w * t, q(t)) and N,v = (w . t, x2(t)), where 
xl(t) and x2(t) solve (l). and (2),,, , respectively, with x,(O) = x,, = 3cz(0)’ 
Then I x&l < I x0 I e(“+B)ltl for all t, and hence / L,v - N,v 1 < 
(l/M)[e 1 x0 ( e(M+6)ldl] e~V~~tl. The lemma follows from the definition of the 
norm on E, and Lemma 2.10. 
LEMMA 2.14. lffF(t, x) is CT in x, then n, is CT for any p and any cpzl . 
Proof. Recall from Notation 1.1 that the Euclidean norm / . Ij on X induces 
a norm j * Ji on U(X, X). In turn, 1 . lj induces a Finsler 1 . Ij on Sz x V(X, X). 
We give E the ordinary sup norm 11 *II1 (see Definition 2.9 and Lemma 2.10). 
Then 11 . Ill induces a norm )I * I/., on Li(E, E). 
If v = (w, x) E V, write N,v = (wt, T,%Y), and write DQV, for the map V+ 
D x Lr(X, X): (w, x) ---f (W . t, DjT,w(x)) (1 <j < Y). Standard results on 
continuous variation with respect to a parameter (w, in this case) and C’ depen- 
dence on initial conditions, together with Proposition 1.4 (d), show that each 
DjN, is continuous on V = &’ X X. 
Let 3 : E ---f U(E, E) : (Ijc@, ,..., Sj) = DfrV,(~(w . - t))(&(w . - t) ,..., 
%(W . - t)) (1 <<j < r). If j = 0, let Ij = nt . Since DjN, is uniformly con- 
tinuous on compact subsets of V, F is continuous. 
We show that Djn, = Ij; i.e., that 
(1 D+z,(a + h) - Dint(c) - (Ij+%)(h)lll 
= 4I h II>, if O<j<r--1. t*> 
Let K be a compact neighborhood of cls Image ((T). Note that DjNt and Di+lNt 
are uniformly continuous on K. Hence, given E > 0, there is a S > 0 such that 
1 w J < 6 z- 1 DjN,(v + w) - DiiV&(v) - Dj+lN,(v)(~)[~ < E ( w [ for all ZJ E 
Image (CT). This proves (*). 
2.15. Pick to > 0, and consider the map It, . It is eAito-hyperbolic, and its 
inverse Lt is e-Aito-hyperbolic (Lemma 2.8(c)). Suppose E is so small that 
Theorem 5.3 and 2.4, and Remark 2.5 (c) may be applied to f : E---f E if 
Lip(f- T) < E and Lip(f-1 - T-l) < E. Using Lemma 2.13, choose p and p2, 
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such that the corresponding x,0 satisfies Lip(lfO - zt,) < B and Lip(lPtO - n-,3 < 
E. Let WI = (x E E j e-%,(x) is bounded as t -+ a} and Wz = {x E E 1 e-“%,(x) 
is bounded as t -+ -co}. Both WI and W, are invariant under n, for all t. 
PROPOSITION 2.16. (a) There exist Lipschitz functions h, : E, -+ E, and 
h, : Ez - E, such that Wk = graph k, (k = 1, 2). 
(b) If F(t, x) is C1 in m, so are the h, , and Dh,(O) = (0). 
(c) If F(t, x) is CT in x, and if hi < 0, then WI is Cr; if A, > 0, then Wz is 
C’(r 3 l)- 
Proof. Apply Theorem 2.3 and 2.4 to ntO and npto . We obtain Lipschitz 
functions iz, and h2 , which are Cl if F is, such that: x E graph h, o e-AiknklO(xj --+ 
0 as k -+ cg; x E graphh, o e-W+.,(x) -+O as k+ --co. It is clear that WrC 
graph h, and W, C graph ha . The reverse inclusion follows from the fact that, if 
YI C V is a neighborhood of zero section, there is another such neighborhood 
Yt with Nt(Ya) C Yx (1 t 1 < to). 
Consider (c). Since It, is e Atfo-hyperbolic, /I ld j E, Ilj < eAitoj and I/ ltO ! E,, 11-l < 
edActo. Hence the product is < 1 if Xi < 0, and (Theorem 2.4 (b)) WI is Cp. 
Similarly for Wz . 
Remark 2.17. We may replace “is bounded” by “+ 0” in the definitions of 
WI and TV2 . 
Before proceeding, we need the results of Foster 12, 31. We review his 
terminology, adapting it to the present situation; for more details see [2]. 
Let rrr: Y+Q and mz. * Z-+ 52 be continuous, Finslered vector bundles 
over 9. Denote fibers by Y, and Z, . Define L(Y, Z) = &o L(I’;, , Z,), 
U(Y, Z) = L(Y, U-‘(Y, Z)) (j 2 2). Then U(Y, Z) kas fiber U(YW , Z,). Say- 
g : Y -+ Z is Jiber-preserving if g(YJ C Z, for all W. If each gw is C’ (r >, 0) 
write F’g : Y -+L’(Y, Z): (F’g)( y) = D’g,( y) if ry( y) = W. (Using this 
notation, the DjNt of Lemma 2.14 becomes F”,NJ. 
DEFINITION 2.18. Sayg isFT ifF”g : Y + Ls(Y, Z) is continuous (0 < s < r). 
Thus g is FT if Dsg, : Y, + Z, is continuous (W E Q), and the D”g,,, ?it together 
continuously” as w varies (0 < s < y). 
Let SecO(Y) = (U : Sz + Y / o is a continuous section). Let // 0 Ijr = 
sup0 ! u(w)/. Let g, : SecO(Y) 4 SecO(Z) : ( g,a)(o) = g(o(w)). 
THEOREM 2.19 [3]. (a) If g, is 0, then g is FF (r > 0). 
(b) Let B(ol) = (u 1 [/ (T /I < a} C SecO(Y) and let Y(u) = ( y E Y j 1 y j < 
a}. Given E > 0, there is a 6 > 0 such that, if/j Dg,(cr)j\ < 6 for 0 E B(a), then 
F1g( y) EL(I’, Z) has norm < E for y E Y(a). In particular, if Dg,(O) = 0, then 
Flg(O,,) = 0 for all elements 0, of the ZHO section of Y. 
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Proof. Part (a) is Theorem 2 of [3]. Part (b) follows from the equality 
Dg, = #(pg)* ([3, top of p. 2781) and definitions of + and various norms and 
Finslers. See [2]. 
Return now to the bundle 1;;, etc. Say that a fiber-preserving map H : V, --f VU 
is uniformly Lips&x if supw6a Lip(H,) < co. 
PROPOSITION 2.20. Let h, , h be as in Proposition 2.16. 
(a) There is a uniformly Lipschitz bundle map Hl : VS + VU(Hz : VU -+ V,) 
such that h,(u) = Hl 0 u (h, = Hz 0 u). 
(b) If h, is C’, then H,, is F’ (r 3 0). See Remark 2.17. 
(c) If Dh,(O) = 0, then FlH, = 0. That is, if H,,, : T-~(W) n VS -+ 
T+(W) n Vu : v ---f HI(v), then DH,,, = O(w E Sz). Similarly for H:, . 
Proof. We imitate [6, p. 1501. Consider only h1 . We recall that, if (T E E1 , 
then (i) h,(a) E Ez is the unique section such that e-%zt(~ + h,(u)) -+ 0 as 
t 3 co; (ii) !I e-A4z,(a + h,(u))!! < C, !( u I/ for some C, (Theorem 2.3 (b)). 
Ifv=(w,,x)EV,,let 
%kJ> = iv* 
ifw =wO, 
Kl otherwise. 
Define H,(v) = h,(o,)(w,). 
Now pick cr E E, , and let 0’ be the section w -+ H,(a(w)). Then u’ E E. 
Using (ii) above and Lemma 2.10, one finds that eaAlt 1 N,(u(w) + u’(w))] < 
C, /I u 11 for some constant C, . Hence u + u’ E I&‘, ; by (i) above, h,(u) = u’ = 
Hl o U. From the definition of Hl , a uniform Lipschitz constant is Lip(h,); (a) 
is proved. 
To prove (b), apply Theorem 2.19 (a) with h, = g, , HE = g. Part (c) follows 
from Theorem 2.19 (b). 
2.21. We now let i vary. First fix t, independent of i. Then, choose ci as in 
2.15, & as in Lemma 2.13 (with E = cJ. Let p, = min,pl. . Let Nt and ?zZt refer 
to the flows generated by Eqs. (2),,,0 (we can choose ps, so that Lip(Z, - nt) < 
ci for all i and all j t j < t,). Let SJw) = (v = (w, X) E V j e-AitNt(v) + 0 as 
t -+ co> and Vi(w) = (v = (w, x) E V 1 e-AgtN,(v) -+ 0 as t---f -m>. If v E S<(w), 
then N,v E SJw . t); hence the family {S,( w )> is invariant. Similarly for { Ui(w)>. 
The Si(w) are the &-stable manifolds for (2),,,0 , the Vi(w) are the h+znstabZc 
manifolds. 
PROPOSITION 2.22. (a) &(a) and l&(w) are Lipschitz subwzanifolds of X; 
they are Cl ifF(t, x) is Cl. If F(t, x) is Ct in x (r > 1) and Ai < 0, then St(w) is 
Cp; ifhi > 0, Ui(w) is Cr. 
(b) If F(t, x) is CF (r > l), then &(w) is tangent at 0 to n-l(w) n VI @ a*- 
@ l: , and Ui(w) is talzgent at 0 to n--l(w) n V,,l @ ... @ V,,, . 
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(c) Sj(w) = @ = (w, x) E V / e-Ait j iVtv j is bounded for t >, 0); U;(w) = 
(v == (w, x) E F j e--dit ! N,v j is bomdedfor t < 01. 
(d) S,(wj axd Vi(w) depend Lipschitz-continu0u.s~ on w (see below). Jf 
F is C1 in x, they vary Cl-continuously. If F is C’ and hi < 0, S,(w) varies Cl’- 
continuously; if hi >, 0, U,(UJ) varies P-continuously (r 2 1). 
DEFINITIONS 2.23. If r >, 1, say that S,(W) depends CP-continuourb on w if, 
for each w E Q, there is a neighborhood W of w and a continuous cf, : IF+ 
Embr(Rk, X) such that Image@(w) = S;(w). Here Embr(Rk, Xj is the class of 
Cr embeddings of Rr’ into X, with topology defined by g, +g iff Dig,, -+ ZYg 
uniformly on compacta (0 <j < r). Of course, R = dims’i(w). If I’ = 8, 
replace Embr(Rk, X) by Lip(R”, X) = (g : R7’ -+ X j g is a Lipschitz homeo- 
morphism), and say St(w) varies Lipschitz-continuouslj~ in w if ...i etc. Similarly 
for Lri(wj. 
Proof of 2.22. (a), (b), and (c). By 2.15, Propositions 2.16 and 2,20 (aj, and 
Remark 2.17, we have 
So (a), (b), and (c) follow from Propositions 2.16 and 2.20 and Remark 2.17. 
(d) Let (IV, ‘p) be a bundle chart at w for If/,- ; then ‘p : SF x RL --j. 
I’, n z-l(W) is a homeomorphism which is linear on fibers. Clearly bundle 
charts are Pa. By [2, Theorem 21, Hi 0 9 : W X’ R” + I:, C Q ?< X is Fr if 
Hi isF’. Let Q(W)(~) =T(w, x) + H, 0 ~(w, h) E r/,@ bTll = I’. Then Im@(w) := 
St(w) C (w> Y. X g X. By [2, Theorem 21 again, the map g : W j< R7: --f Q x X : 
(w, x) -+ @(W)(X) is F”. 
Suppose r L>/ 1. Since 6 is F“, P6 E D,$ is jointly continuous in (w, x). This 
implies that ZY@(wJ ---f D@(W) uniformly on compacta if w,! --f VJ (0 < j < rj. 
Hence @(w,) - B(w) in EmbV(RX‘, X). 
The proof in the case Y = 0 uses only joint continuity of @. This finishes 
Proposition 2.22. 
2.24. We may detine analogs of the bundles bri as follows. Let$&(W) = &(wj 17 
Uj-,(w) (1 < i Q n + 1; let U,,(U) = X). The Qi(o) are the branch manifolds 
for Eqs. C%,,,, [13]. Note @(w) = ((w, x) E: V / e->i”iV,a -w 0 as t- zc and 
~‘-14V~tv -+ 0 as t ---f - ‘oo>. Assume F(t, x) is C’ in x (1* > 1). By Proposition 
2.16 (b). Theorem 2.19 (b), and Eq. (6) m the proof of Proposition 2.22, we see 
that the derivatives D(H 1 i Vsnz-ltw)) are small on neighborhoods W(8) = 
@ E I’ [ j zj 1 < 8) if 6 is small. Similarly, using Eq. (7), the derivatives BH, a.re 
small. Hence Si(w) and U<(w) intersect transversally, so [4] Q<(W) n W(S) is a 
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Cl-manifold if 6 is small. Moreover, the tangent space at 0 of .Qi(w) is the inter- 
section of the tangent spaces of &(w) and Ui(w); this intersection is Vi n V+(W). 
Finally, the (Ii(w) vary Cl continuously in w if r > 1. 
We now consider results for Eqs. (2)w . Choose p, and plo, as in 2.21. In 
Definition 2.7 we defined a Finsler 1 . /* on V; in what follows, let V(S) = 
{V E V / 1 u /.+ < 6). Let SI(w, 6) = Si(w) n V(S); similarly define Ui(w, S), 
Qi(w, 6). Recall (1.7) that mt refers to the local flow on V generated by solutions 
of equations (2),, . The &(w, 6) are the A,-10~1 stable mznifolds for (2),; the 
Ui(i(w, S) are the &-local zmtable manifolds. 
THEOREM 2.25. There exists a 6 > 0 with the folloowing properties. 
(4 Si(w, 8 udw, s> are Lipschitz manifolds. If F(.t, F) is CT in x”, they 
are Cl. If A, < 0, Si(u, 6) is CT; if& > 0, Ui(u, 6) is CT (r > 1). 
(b) If 1 lvtv 1 x < 6 for all t in some interval I containing 0, and ;f v E 
Si(w, S), then iVtv E &(w . t, 6) (t EI). Similarly for U%(W, S). 
(c) &(w, S) 3 (v E 7r l(u)] e-AffWtv -+O as t+oo and IN6vI* ,tS for 
all t > O}. Similarly for Ui(w, S). 
(d) Si(w, S) and UI(w, S) depend Lipschitz continuously on W.-If F(t, x) is 
CT (r > l), they vary Cl-continuously. If hi < 0, &(w, 6) varies CT-contimously; 
ifhi > 0, Ui(w, S) varies CT-continuous&. 
(e) &(w, 6) is tallgent at 0 to n-l(w) n Vi,.l@ ... @ Vi; Ui(w, 6) is tangerzt 
at 0 to n-l(w) f7 V,,, @ ... @ V,l+l . 
(f) Qi(w, 6) contains {v E 7+(w) [ j N,v [ * < S, e@itNtv ---f 0 as t ---f Co, 
e-Af-16 -+ 0 as t - -a}. If F is C’ (r > l), they vary Cl-continuously. 
(g) IfAh,,(OandFisCT(r>l),th- en v E &(w, S) => mfv is defined and in 
&(wt, 6) (t 3 0). Also, Si( W, S) = (v E T-~(U) 1 e-“ct j Np /+ < 6 for all t 3 01. 
IfvESSi(O+S),then~~~vI,-Oa-st-tco. 
(h) If hi > 0, statements analogous to those in (g) holdfor t < 0, t -+ --CO. 
Remark 2.26. Part (g) says that SI(w, 6) 1s a g enuine local stable manifold if 
hi < 0. Part (h) says t;Ti( w, 6) is a genuine local unstable manifold if hi > 0. 
That is, (JwGo &(w, 6) is positively invariant for Eqs. (2)w ; uoGR Ui(w, 6) is 
negatively invariant. 
Proof of2.25. Choose 6, > 0 so that V(S,) C (v E Y 1 1 v 1 < p,]. With 
6 = 6, , parts (a)-(f) follow from Proposition 2.22, 2.24, and the definitions. 
In part (d), we can replace Embr(R”, X) by Embr(DL, X)(Dx‘ = k-disc), and 
require uniform convergence. Similarly in the Lipschitz case. 
We prove (g); (h) is handled similarly. Recall the definitions of the inner 
products ( , ), , ( , ),, (Definition 2.7). Let H1 : V8 -+ Vu be the fiber- 
preserving map defining some Si(w) (see Proposition 2.20). Let H,,, be 
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HI / Vs n T+(W). By Proposition 2.16 (b), Theorem 2.19 (b), and Eq. (6) in the 
proof of Proposition2.22, we see that the derivatives DHl,w are small on neighbor- 
hoods V(S) if S is small. Hence we can find 6, < 6, such that 
H,.,, iVv,) has Lipschita constant < I for all Q. 
Using (8), we will find a S such that 
(& I N$ I$),=, < 0, if ‘L’ is in S;(W, S). (9) 
Let P : I,‘-+ Vs be the projection. Let C, = maxW Lip(P,), where P, = 
P (r-l(w) . Recall (Lemma 2.8 (b)) th ere exists C, such that \(zI, ZU>~ j < Cj j v * 
jw(,.LetCs=C,.C,“. 
Next differentiate Eq. (5) in the proof of Lemma 2.8 with respect to :, and 
set 7 = 0. One obtains 
2p, Jr e2R1f(L-tv, L-,v) dt -+ 2/f& Jam e-282t(L,v, L,v> dt. 
Since hi < 0, the numbers (3, and /3a are both negative (Definition 2.7). So, there 
is a constant C, > 0 such that 
Let o1 E V, n V(S,), and let z, = vu1 + H,(q). Then j o I + = max(] eJ1 js ) 
I fW4l.>, but I WQ, = I %(vJI * d I 01 I * = I g1 Is since Lip(HJ < I- 
Hence ja],<S,, and VES( w, 6,). By Theorem 2.25 (b), R,v f Sjw, S,) for 
small 7. Apply the argument just given to fiTv in place of v. One has 
~~~v~~=jPoN,aj2,=(PoN,v,PoN,v~*, for small 3-. 
Take the ‘u above, and write v = (w, x). Observe that lirn,,,[(fl~~ - L~)/T] = 
(w, f(w, x)). Given 0 > 0, we can hence find (Proposition 1.4(c) and Lemma 2.1t3) 
a 6, > 0 such that j v / * < 6, * j iv;v - L,v j* < \ T j (6’ 1 v I.+ -i Y(T)), where 
T(T) + 0 as 7 -+ 0. Let 0 L=; C,/7C, , and ftx a corresponding S, which is also 
<s, . 
Now 
= $ (<P 0 1Vp: P 0 .iV,v), - (Pv, Pv>J 
----_ ; (((P 0 iqv - P 0 LTV, P 0 .iTp), + (.<P 3 L7v, P 0 l7p - P 0 L,v),) 
-i ((P 0 LTV) P 0 L,v>, - (Pv, Pv>J). 
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Using 2.8 (b) and our estimate on / f17v - l&o j .+ , we see that the first two 
inner products are each bounded in absolute value by C&Z’, 1 7 /(e 1 ZJ I* -t 
dd)[I PLV I * + I pfi,v I *I- 
For small 7, both / PL,v I* and / PN,v I* are bounded by 3/2C, ] w I.+ . 
Thus the sum of the first inner products has magnitude < 6C,C,” j T 1 (0 ( v 1: + 
T(T)) < 7C,C,B / 7 1 0 1 V 1: < C, 1 7 1 / v 1; for small 7. 
Finally, P o L, = L, 0 P. From (10) (P o L,a, P o LTv)s - (Pv, Pv>, 
<-Ccg7 1 Pv 1: = -CCS7 j v 1: if 7 > 0 is small. This proves (9), and with it 
the first sentence of (g) if 6 = 6, . The second sentence follows from (9) and 
the characterizations of Si(w) given in 2.21 and Proposition 2.22 (c). 
Remarks 2.27. (a) Returning to 2.21, suppose we use Eqs. (2),,, and (2),,,, 
(p f p’), obtaining Si(w) and S,:(W). If Ai < 0, then there is a S > 0 such that 
Si(W, 6) = s;(w, 6) f or a 11 o. Hence the germ of $(w) at 0 is independent of the 
p used in its definition if ,lj < 0. Similarly for the Ui(w) if hi 3 0. 
(b) Suppose [ai , hi1 and [ai+l , &+,I are adjacent spectral intervals with 
bi < 0. Let Xi , hi E (bi , QJ. Let S,-(w) and S:(W) be the corresponding mani- 
folds defined by Eqs. (2),,, for appropriate p and qua . Suppose /li > hi . Then 
S,:(W) C S,‘(W). But the characterization of Si(w) and S;(w) as graphs of func- 
tions H,,, and Hi,, then implies that Si(w) == S:(w). Thus the germ of S.?(w) at 0 
is independent of h, . 
(c) Parts (g) and (11) of Theorem 2.25 are still true ifF(t, x) is not Cl but 
satisfies Assumption 1.2 (e). This is because (8) in the proof of 2.25 can still 
be satisfied if .6’(t, x) is not Cl. To do this, however, one must apply the proof of 
Theorem 5.1 in [7] to the Lipschitz case (this can be done), and note that the 
section af obtained in [7] has Lipschitz constant < 1. This implies that our 
functions HI and H, are uniformly Lipschitz with constants < 1. 
(d) IfF(t, x) is not Cl, a version of the tangency part of Theorem 2.25 (a) 
still holds. Namely, the “Lipschitz jet” of each function HI,, = HI jV,nn+(w) 
is zero; i.e., lim sup,,,, j HI,,,(v)/// v / = 0. Hence St(w) is “Lipschitz &gent” 
to V, n r-l(w) at 0. Similarly for Vi(w). One proves this by adapting the proofs 
of [7, 5.1 and 5.31 to the Lipschitz case. 
2.28. We now briefly discuss an autonomous system j = G(y) with bounded 
solution y(t); G : X -* X is assumed Cl. Linearize the equation near p(t); we 
obtain 2 = A(t)x + I;(& s), where a(t) = DG(gj(t)), andF(t, x) = [G(v(t) + x) - 
G(p(t)) - DG(sj(t>). x]. Here x = y(t) + 3’. Since v is a bounded solution of 
j = G(JJ), it is uniformly continuous. Using this fact, one can show that d is 
uniformly bounded and uniformly continuous, and that Assumptions 1.2 (a)-(c) 
and (e) are satisiied. If G is Cr+l, then F is C’ in .x, and Assumption 1.2 (d) is 
satisfied. Uniqueness of solutions holds since G is Cl. 
Instead of the space Q constructed in Proposition 1.4, we use instead 52 = 
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cls(gj(t) j 1 ER} C X. The original ODE j = G(y) defines a flow on Q. Let 
a(w) = DG(w), f(~, cc) = G(w + x) - G(w) - DG(oJ) I X(W E Q). All our re- 
sults apply; we obtain local manifolds Si(w, S), Ui(w, S), and ,Oi(w, 8) which are 
Cr if G is Cr+r (T > I), and Lipschitz if r = 1. These (local and nonlinear) 
manifolds are analogs of the linear stable, unstable, and center manifolds for the 
equation pi: = a(t)x (the linear manifolds are obtained from the Spectral 
Theorem, 1.12). If A(t) = const (i.e., p(t) is a fixed point) or ii(f) is periodic 
(y(t) is a periodic orbit), then our results reduce to kno,wn facts about the orbit 
structure of Jo = G(y) near p(t). For a detailed discussion and references, see 
the Introduction to [13]. Also see [13] for interesting results in case /&t) is 
almost periodic (q(t) is almost periodic). 
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